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Abstract—The migration process between different third-
party software libraries is hard, complex and error-prone.
Typically, during a library migration process, developers
opt to replace methods from the retired library with other
methods from a new library without altering the software
behavior. However, the extent to which such a migration
process to new libraries will be rewarded with an im-
proved software quality is still unknown. In this paper,
we aim at studying and analyzing the impact of library
API migration on software quality. We conduct a large-scale
empirical study on 9 popular API migrations, collected from
a corpus of 57,447 open-source Java projects. We compute
the values of commonly-used software quality metrics before
and after a migration occurs. The statistical analysis of the
obtained results provides evidence that library migrations
are likely to improve different software quality attributes
including a significantly reduced coupling, increased cohesion,
and improved code readability. Furthermore, we release an
online portal that helps software developers to understand
the pre-impact of a library migration on software quality
and recommend migration examples that adopt best design
and implementation practices to improve software quality.
Finally, we provide the software engineering community
with a large scale dataset to foster research in software library
migration.
I. Introduction
Prior studies show that software maintenance activi-
ties consume up to 70% of the total life-cycle cost of a
typical software product [1]. One of the important soft-
ware maintenance activities in modern software devel-
opment is third-party library migration [2], [3]. In practice,
library migration can be seen as the process of replacing
a library with a different one, while preserving the
same program behavior. The library migration process
tends to be a manual, error-prone, and time-consuming
process [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Hence, developers have to
explore and understand the new library’s API, its asso-
ciated documentation, and its usage scenarios in order
to find the right API method(s) to replace in the current
implementation belonging to the retired library’s API. As
a consequence, developers often spend a considerable
time to verify that the newly adopted features do not
introduce any regression. Indeed, previous studies have
shown that developers typically spend up to 42 days to
migrate between libraries [9].
Unlike library upgrades, library migration typically
requires more fine-grained code changes and refactor-
ings, e.g., changing types of variables and parameters,
renaming attributes and methods etc., since developers
need to accommodate for the syntactic and semantic
mismatch between the added and removed methods [2].
These refactoring changes may account for the overhead
needed to fulfill the migration and adjust the exist-
ing software design to the newly introduced methods.
Even if refactoring is perceived to be one of the best
software engineering practices for restructuring code to
improve its quality [10], the intention behind API-related
refactoring operations might be different. Typically, API
migration introduces a set of methods and objects with
different lexicality and naming convention, which has
to be integrated into the existing codebase terminology.
That is, developers may refactor their code during library
migration to help in the migration process and adapt to
the new library context. Moreover, refactoring can have
its impact on software design metrics (e.g., cohesion,
coupling, etc.) [11] as well as code readability [12], [13],
[14].
Various studies focused on analyzing the impact of
API evolution on software quality in terms of change
and bug-proneness [15], [16], [17], software usability and
rating [18], [19]. Other studies focused on estimating the
impact of API documentation on the library adoption
and usability has been investigated in the literature
[20], [21]. Moreover, recent studies attempted to identify
traces of manually performed library migrations. They
provide the community of a set of real-world migrations
between popular Java libraries, in various open source
projects [3], [5], [9].
The existing works reveal the importance of taking
into account the software design characteristics when
performing the migration to reduce maintenance costs.
However, there is little knowledge on the impact of
API migration, and its related refactoring changes, on
the quality of software’s design as well as code com-
prehension and readability. As software systems evolve
rapidly, there is a need for appropriate tools, reliable,
and efficient techniques to support developers in replac-
ing their deprecated library APIs with up-to-date ones,
and maintaining/improving the quality of their software
design.
To address the above-mentioned issues, we conduct
a large-scale empirical study to assess the impact of
library migration on both software design quality and
code comprehension. We consider an existing dataset
of 9 popular migrations between Java libraries, mined
from 57,447 open-source Java projects [9]. Afterward,
we shortlist all commits containing traces of method
swaps, as part of any of considered migrations. We refine
our dataset by untangling each commit to identify the
specific code elements involved in the migration using
program analysis. Then, for the selected code elements,
we calculate the values of their corresponding design
and readability metrics, before and after the migration.
Finally, we statistically compare the variation of these
values, to analyze whether the migration had a sig-
nificant, positive, or negative impact on design quality
and readability. To better understand the variation of
these values, we use refactoring Miner [22] to extract
the refactoring activities that were associated with the
migration process. We finally associate a ranking score,
to each migration trace, according to the extent to which
it was able to improve the design and readability of
the existing code. Furthermore, We survey 10 senior
developers to assess the usefulness of the ranking score
in providing better migration examples.
The papers key findings show a positive variation of
structural and readability metrics, i.e., developers do pay
attention to design and readability when performing the
migration process, through applying a variety of refac-
toring operations to bridge the syntactic gap between
the replacing and replaced methods. Moreover, results
show that code fragments with higher ranking score
were also voted by the majority of developers, as good
examples of migrations. This study makes the following
contributions:
1) We release an online portal1 that showcases real-
world migration fragments, with their correspond-
ing positive or negative impact on coupling, cohe-
sion, and readability.
2) We propose a ranking score, that we label Migration
Quality Score (MQS), for recommending migration
examples that ensure better software quality and
comprehension.
3) We survey with senior software engineers at an
outstanding company2 to evaluate MQS’s ability
to recommend high-quality migration examples for
9 popular migrations. Findings show that MQS
1http://migrationlab.net/
2Hidden for double-blind review
effectively recommends high-quality migration ex-
amples.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II unlocks
the terminology that is used throughout the paper. Sec-
tion III enumerates the studies relevant to our problem.
Section IV shows our experimental methodology in col-
lecting the necessary data for the experiments that are
discussed in Section V. Finally, the conclusion and future
work are highlighted in Section VII.
II. Background and Terminology
This section presents definitions of the main concepts
that are used throughout the paper. We first define the
terminology used to characterize a library migration,
then we provide the background information about
structural and comprehension measures.
Migration Rule. A migration is denoted by a pair of
a source (retired) library and a target (replacing) library,
i.e., source → target. For example, easymock → mockito
represent a migration rule where the library easymock3
is migrated to the new library mockito4.
Method Mapping. A migration rule is a set of method
mappings between the source and the target library. The
mapping between methods is the process of replacing
a least one method from the source library by one or
multiple methods belonging to the target library.
Migration Refactoring. A refactoring operation ap-
plied in a commit in which a library migration occurs.
Refactoring is defined as the process of changing soft-
ware system in such was that changes improve software
quality and do not alter the software behaviour [23], [24].
Refactoring is one of the commonly-used techniques to
improve software quality [10], [24]. There are different
refactoring operations that could be used to improve
software quality such as a change in parameter types,
move attributes/methods, rename variables/parameter-
s/attributes/methods/classes, extract methods, extract
classes, etc [24].
While object oriented (OO) software quality metrics
are measurable from the codebase and formally defined
in the literature [11], code readability is still a human
judgment of how easy the code to understand, and a
readable code facilitates its maintainability and com-
prehension [12], [13], [14]. We particulary focus on the
following design metrics:
Coupling. Measure the level of relationship between
modules [25]. While designing the software, low cou-
pling is desirable (i.e., less dependency between mod-
ules). In this case, we also used one metric to compute
it, i.e., Coupling Between Objects (CBO). The higher the
CBO, the higher the class coupling.
Cohesion. Measure the level of relationship within
module [25]. While designing the software, high cohe-
sion is desirable (i.e., strong interaction between code
3http://easymock.org
4https://site.mockito.org
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elements in a module) since this target helps in fostering
code maintainability. We used one metric to assess the
cohesion of classes, i.e., the normalized Lack of Cohesion
of Methods (LCOM). We have selected the normalized
LCOM metric as it has been widely recognized in the
literature [26], [27] as being the alternative to the orig-
inal LCOM, as the latter addresses its main limitations
(misperception of getters and setters, etc.). The lower the
LCOM, the higher the class cohesion.
Complexity. A developer should reduce the complex-
ity of the software to reduce maintenance time and
efforts. Five complexity and volume metrics are used to
compute this quality attribute, namely, the Cyclomatic
Complexity (CycC), the Line of Code (LOC), the Line
with Comments (CLOC), the Ratio of Comment Lines to
Code Lines, and the Number of Blank Lines. Normally,
higher values of these metrics indicate a higher of class
complexity [11].
III. Related Work
This section discusses the literature relevant to this
work which can be divided into three main categories
(i) library API recommendation, (ii) library migration,
and (iii) empirical evaluation of software quality and
comprehension.
A. Library API recommendation
Several recent studies proposed different API recom-
mendation techniques based on the context of usage.
Most of the API recommendation techniques are based
on results returned by web search engines and crowd-
sourcing, as well as the recommendation of relevant
functions, was the focus of multiple studies [28], [29].
McMillan et al. [30] proposed an approach, named Port-
folio, that consists of a search engine to model the devel-
oper’s behavior then looks for relevant functions based
on (i) call graph similarity, and (ii) querying open-source
projects using natural language processing. Zhong et
al. [31] proposed another approach called MAPO to
select API usage patterns and then extracts common
sequences that can be used to transform code snippets
and make recommendations automatically. CLAN was
introduced later by McMillan et al. [32] and based on
calculating method APIs behavioral similarity by com-
paring API call-graphs. Software libraries recommenda-
tion has been recently formulated as an optimization
problem by Ouni et al. [33] using multi-objective search
based on NSGA-II [34] to find the best trade-off between
maximizing the coverage and similarity between libraries
while reducing the number of recommended libraries.
B. Mining software quality and comprehension
Several studies focused on understanding how devel-
opers perceive API related method changes. In the con-
text of library updates, many studies have been proposed
to capture the needed changes on the client source code
applied along with API migration [35], [36], [37], [38].
Most of the existing approaches use textual similarity
between the structures and method signatures as a basic
technique to identify identical methods between multiple
library versions.
Pandita et al. [39] recommend API mapping between
C# and Java using the same API, different program-
ming languages. He detects method mappings between a
given source and a target library by automatically discov-
ering possible method mappings across their APIs, using
text mining on the functions textual descriptions. Their
work was extended to include temporal constraints [40]
and to compare text mining between various IR tech-
niques. A dynamic analysis was also used by Gokhale et
al. [41] to develop a technique to infer possible mappings
between the APIs of Java2 Mobile Edition and Android
graphics.
Alrubaye et al. [6] introduced a mining approach
that extracts existing instances of library method re-
placements that are manually performed by developers
for a given library migration to automatically gener-
ate migration patterns in the method level. Thereafter,
the proposed approach combines the mined method-
change patterns with method-related lexical similarity to
accurately detect mappings between replacing/replaced
methods. Results indicate that substitution algorithm
approach significantly increases the accuracy of mining
method-level mappings by an average accuracy of 12%,
as well as increasing the number of discovered method
mappings, in comparison with existing state-of-the-art
studies.
C. Empirical evaluation of software quality and comprehen-
sion
Recent empirical studies revisited the relationship be-
tween code changes and quality from a more developer-
focused perspective. For instance, Pantiuchina et al. [26]
found that there is a misperception between various
popular metrics, such as coupling and cohesion, and
what developers actually consider to be an improvement
in their source code. Their findings show that, although
developers do explicitly mention their intention in im-
proving structural metrics, such as complexity, coupling
and cohesion, the actual code changes that they perform
does not necessarily improve their metrics. Similarly,
Fakhoury and her colleagues [42] have analyzed 548
commits where their developers explicitly sate in their
messages that they are performing readability improve-
ments, by measuring the state-of-the-art readability met-
rics, on the source code, before and after committing the
code changes. Similarly to [26], Fakhoury et al. found
no significant correlation between the values and so the
current existing readability metrics is not in line with
what developers consider to be an improvement in code
comprehension. Yet, their study largely inspired us to
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Figure 1: Experimental Design Overview.
challenge the readability of code changes performed by
developers during the migration process.
Our study builds on top of previous works, in the
nature of its empirical setup, as we use a set of extracted
commits, measure their impact on structural and com-
prehension metrics, and we perform statistical analysis to
draw our findings. Besides targeting a different problem,
our study differs from these previous studies, in the way
we select our analyzed commits. Previous studies use
String matching to filter out commits, while the dataset
we use was constructed by finding real-world migration
performed by developers and their actual mappings in
the source code, regardless of whether developers do
mention it explicitly in their commit messages or not.
Despite these differences, we are also interested in re-
challenging structural and readability metrics, on their
ability to capture the side effects of the migration related
code changes. Moreover, our study aims to complement
existing studies by empirically investigating whether
quality matters for developers, besides the correctness
of migrated code. We also want to particularly raise
the awareness of software engineering practitioner and
researchers to the importance of considering the side
effects of their proposed techniques on software quality
and code comprehension.
IV. Empirical Setup
A. Research Questions
Our study is driven by the following research ques-
tions:
RQ1. (Design Improvement) What is the impact of
library migration on the quality of software design?
To answer this research question, we assess the impact
of library migration on software design quality, in terms
of complexity, coupling and cohesion, widely popular
structural metrics [43], and previously used in similar
empirical studies [27], [26]. For each analyzed source file
in the dataset (that we detail later in the next subsection),
we measure the value of its coupling and cohesion before
and after the migration. As we aggregate all values
before and after the migration, we observe the variation
in the aggregated values to investigate whether the
migration had a positive or negative impact on design
quality.
RQ2. (Code Readability) Does migration improve the
code readability?
Similarly to RQ1, we consider popular state-of-the-art
readability tools and metrics [14], [44]. For each metric,
we measure its pair values in the dataset files, before and
after the migration, and then we analyze the values for
statistical significance.
RQ3. (Refactoring Operations) What types of refac-
toring changes do developers perform during library
migration?
We explore, in this research question, design-related
change patterns, observed across various migrations.
We aim at understanding what are the most solicited
refactoring operations that facilitate the integration of the
target API methods.
RQ4. (Quality Recommendation) Can we leverage
design and readability metrics to recommend better
code examples for migration?
Since there are multiple code fragments, belonging to
various projects and containing the same mappings, we
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Table I: Dataset overview.
Property # of instances
# unique migrations 9
# projects 57,447
# Classes involved in migration 36,023
# unique mappings 9,380
# refactoring operations 3,579
design a recommendation-based ranking method that
aggregates various quality metrics. Our method ranks
the collected code fragments based on the extent to
which they preserve the design coherence and improve
the code comprehension. We then perform a qualitative
study with 10 senior developers to evaluate the useful-
ness of our recommendation-based ranking method.
B. Data Collection
Figure 1 provides an overview of our study workflow.
We use an existing corpus of manually curated method
mappings, extracted from 57,447 GitHub projects that
underwent migrations between different third-party Java
libraries [9]. We start by extracting all commits contain-
ing method replacements (manually annotated in the
dataset). Then, we label them migration commits. Each
migration commit contains at least one or multiple map-
pings, i.e., fragments of code containing one or multiple
removed methods, being replaced with one or multiple
added methods, along with other code changes that may
or may not be related to the migration. Since any code
change, non related to migration represents a noise for
this study, we only consider files containing migrations
fragments in each migration commits. We notice that some
migrations are instant i.e., all method replacements are
located in the same commit, but in multiple source files,
and some migrations are delayed, i.e., method replace-
ments are scattered across multiple commits.
The data collection process has analyzed commits
belonging to a diverse set of 57,447 projects, all belonging
to the original dataset [9]. We have identified 36,023
classes, each contains at least one mapping. We also
enumerated 9,380 unique mappings, already showcased
in the dataset’s website5. We identified 3,579 refactoring
operations that are associated with these mappings. We
provide our collected data for replication and extension
online6
C. Metrics Measurement
1) Structure and size metrics: To collect the design
metrics, we use, Scitools Understand 7, a static analysis
framework that captures a variety of structural metrics,
across languages such as C++ and Java. Based on the
computed metrics values, we can calculate the effect
of migration-related changes on the system design. In
5Hidden for Review
6Hidden for double-blind review.
7https://scitools.com/
particular, we analyze the following size and structure
metrics : Coupling Between Objects (CBO), normalized
Lack of Cohesion (LCOM), and Cyclomatic complex-
ity(CycC).
Since each source file may contain multiple migration
fragments, and since we only care about these specific
files, we calculate metrics only for these fragments and
then we average them to construct one value per file. In
other terms, each data point in our analysis is a a file
with an average metric value.
2) Code readability metrics: Source code readability is
one of the important aspects of software engineering.
Several studies have been focusing on the automation of
its approximation through deep static analysis. In this
context, we measure code readability during the migra-
tion process using two state-of-the-art metrics, proposed
by Buse and Weimer [14], and Scalabrino et al. [44].
We deploy both metrics as they were widely-employed
in recent empirical studies [26], [42], and because they
address different readability aspects. On the one hand,
Buse and Weimer’s Readability metric (BWR) combines
the source code size characteristics to approximate its
readability. On the other hand, Scalabrino et al.’s Read-
ability metric (SR) does not only look at the structural
characteristics of code, and adds another lexical dimen-
sion, in which it considers more linguistic properties
such as comments consistency with the source code and
its coherence etc. Both metrics generate a score that, the
higher it is, the better is the readability of the code.
Similarly to structural metrics, each data point in
our analysis represents an average readability score per
source file.
3) Refactoring operations collection: To extract the refac-
toring history of the selected commits, we use Refactor-
ing Miner [45], an accurate state-of-the-art tool that can
detect refactoring operations that are applied in the de-
velopement history of a Java project. Refactoring Miner
parses the source code in each commit, and returns
a summary of applied refactoring operations such as
a change in parameter type, moves attribute, renames
attribute, renames parameter, renames method, renames
variable, extracts class, etc. We selected this tool because
of its high accuracy [22], [46] (precision of 98%, and recall
of 87%), and because it is designed to mine refactorings
from commit history, which perfectly matches our study
context.
After applying these tools on all predefined mappings
commits, before and after the migration, we generate a
dataset that contains, for each commit, its associated
code fragments, structural and readability metrics pairs
of values, any detected refactoring operation(s). We then
use this dataset as a base of examples that we rank
according to how much they improve quality and com-
prehension. We detail our proposed ranking model in
the following Section IV-D.
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D. Ranking Model
The migration dataset [9] contains, for each migra-
tion rule, e.g., easymock to mockito, several commits, ex-
tracted from various projects, containing similar map-
pings. Therefore, for the same mapping, there are var-
ious real-world examples of how a deprecated method
has been replaced with one or multiple replacing meth-
ods. Although these examples exhibit similar sets of
removed/added methods, they differ in their overhead
in the software design, since the migration process is
subjective [3], [5], [8], and developers may perform dif-
ferent types of code changes to perform the same type
of migration. Moreover, as maintaining a good quality
of the source code, in terms of design and readability
is critical for the code longevity, our aim is to favor the
recommendation of source code migration examples that
correctly execute the migration while also maintaining,
or improving the current client code quality. To do so,
we simply leverage the existing metrics, previously ex-
plored in Section IV-A, and combine them into an overall
Mapping Quality Score (MQS). For each given migration
in the dataset, we loop through all its mappings, for
each mapping, we locate all its instances in the course
code (inst). Then, for each instance, we calculate its MQS,
and finally, we rank them on a descendent order, to
favor examples with the highest quality improvement.
Formally, we calculate the MQS as follows:
MQS(inst) =
5
∑
i=1
WMQSi ∗ ϕi(inst) (1)
where MQS represents the weighted sum of all values
ϕi, and i varies according to the number of metrics used.
The term inst denotes code instances to be ranked for a
given mapping.
Since the combined metrics do not belong to the same
scale, we normalize them using min-max normalizer that
linearly rescales every metric value to the [0,1] interval.
Rescaling in the [0,1] interval is done by shifting the
values of each feature x so that the minimal value is
0, and then dividing by the new maximal value (which
is the difference between the original maximal max(x)
and minimal min(x) values).
Moreover, since not all metrics are to be maximized,
we transform all of them to be minimized using the
duality principle. For example, since the lower are the
values of coupling, the better they are, we maximize
the complement of the normalized value of coupling,
i.e., ϕCBO = (1-z(CBO(src)), where z returns the min-max
normalized value.
As an illustrative example, we observe in Figure 1
that for a given mapping between createStrictMock,
belonging to the removed library easymock, and mock,
belonging to mockito, 4 instances are being shown and
recommended as migration examples. Note that each
example contains a link to the actual location of the code
Table II: Statistical significance of samples difference, be-
fore and after API migration, for each of the considered
metrics.
Metric p-value
LCOM 1.06× 10−75
CBO 8.11× 10−148
CycC 4.78× 10−131
BWR 3.95× 10−62
SR 3.40× 10−12
Refactoring Operations 0.013
on GitHub. The examples have been ranked according to
their MQS. For instance, the first example has the highest
MQS of 2.475, while the second example has an MQS of
2.239.
Note that the normalization was restricted to the MQS
calculation, we still use the actual raw values of the met-
rics for the results, which are detailed in the following
sections. Also note that we weights for the actual MQS
score are by default equal to 1 i.e., for this study, we
consider all metrics to be equally important, and thus,
this can be improved, if any metric has been found to
be more influential than others in this context of API
migration.
V. Results
This section details the results of our empirical setup
to answer the research questions, previously elaborated
in Section IV.
A. RQ1. (Design Improvement) What is the impact of
library migration on the quality of software design?
Figure 2 outlines the box plots of the values, for each
of the structural metrics, calculated before and after the
migration. To better understand the statistical signifi-
cance of the observed results, we setup our statistical
analysis as follows: for each metric, we cluster its values
according to whether it was measured before or after the
migration. We apply this to each code fragment. As a re-
sult, we create two groups of equal size, each containing
measurements of the same metric before and after the
migration. Then, we use the Wilcoxon signed rank test,
since these groups are dependent (measurement on the
same code fragments), to evaluate the significance of the
difference between the values, in terms of their mean.
Our Null hypothesis indicates no variation in the
metric values of pre- and post-migrated code elements.
In contrast, the alternative hypothesis advocates for a
variation in the metric values. In this research question,
a decrease in the mean values is considered desirable
(i.e., an improvement in design quality). Additionally,
the variation between values of both sets is considered
significant if its corresponding p-value is less than 0.05 (a
confidence level of 95%). We deploy the same statistical
analysis for RQ2 as well, but with a difference in the
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Figure 2: Box plots of CBO, LCOM, and average CycC
values, extracted from migrated code fragments, before
and after the migration (lower values are better).
interpretation, since for readability metrics, an increase
in mean value is considered desirable.
As can be seen in the Figure 2, for the coupling
between objects metric (CBO), we clearly notice a gen-
eral trend of values being significantly decreased, just
after the migration. The mean CBO value has decreased
from 2.047 to 1.884 (p − value < 0.05), and the upper
quartile has become significantly lower while decreasing
from 2.147 to 1.955. Interestingly, we also observe from
the figure a similar trend for the Lack of Cohesion of
Methods metric (LCOM), since its mean value has gone
from 0.548 to 0.482 (p− value < 0.05). We also notice a
drop in the lower quartile, going from 0.460 to 0.370.
As for the average Cyclomatic complexity, there is a
slight decrease in the upper quartile, varying from 2.146
to 2.050, but the mean value has decreased from 1.593
to 1.505 (p− value < 0.05).
Figure 3: Illustrative example of a code migration from
log4j to slf4j, with a positive impact on coupling.
To better understand the observed results, we man-
ually analyze few random instances. Figure 3 illus-
trates a code fragment example of such migrations,
extracted from Github 8. In this fragment, the meth-
ods addPackage with addClasses , belonging to
the library log4j, is being replaced with the method
addClasses, from slf4j. We can observe the differ-
ence in the used parameters between the replaced and
replacing methods. More precisely, addPackage with
addClasses have a CBO of 4, while addClasses only
have a CBO of 3, which did improve the overall CBO of
all methods by adopting this newly deployed method.
8https://github.com/aerogear/aerogear-unifiedpush-server/
commit/4861157566723bc3179b69d0755e5bf5460d9729
Another interesting example9, shows how the
newly introduced object DefaultHttpClient does
not rely on any parameter, unlike the retired object
HttpCLient whose constructor is initialized with
connectionManager. Therefore, the new object is
more cohesive and it reduces the lack of cohesion of the
system.
Figure 4: Illustrative example of a code migration from
async-http-client to httpclient, with a positive impact on
cohesion.
Summary for RQ1. Our empirical analysis has
shown that APIs migration exhibit a positive
impact on the software’s design quality, in terms
of complexity, coupling and cohesion.
B. RQ2. (Code Readability) Does migration improve the
code readability?
Figure 5 outlines the boxplots of the values, for each of
the readability metrics, calculated before and after each
API migration.
For the BWR [14] metric, we observe an improvement
in its values. In particular, the mean BWR [14] value
has increased from 0.474 to 0.482 (p − value < 0.05).
Similarly, the lower and the upper quartiles have slightly
increased respectively from 0.316 to 0.329, and 0.579
to 0.587. As for the second readability metric, namely
SR [44], the improvement is more significant since its
mean value exhibits an increase from 0.568 to 0.603
(p− value < 0.05). The increase is also seen in the lower
quartile, going from 0.461 to 0.484, whereas the upper
quartile exhibits a slight decrease from 0.709 to 0.706.
If we take deeper look into the code example10, il-
lustrated in Figure 6, we notice that the developer just
moved from using the method put, from json to the
method addProperty, from gson. Note that the devel-
oper did not perform any additional activities; however
the BWR [14] improved from 0.0013 to 0.0023 since the
method name addProperty has better readability score
than put, as shown in the console output of BWR [14]
in Figure 6.
9https://github.com/anthonydahanne/ReGalAndroid/commit/
6410cc8a12246745b19a102da5dd2c92d326b9f9
10https://github.com/groupon/Selenium-Grid-Extras/commit/
4d9bada8aeab5b09e7a27926fc9ecab8bb5a1b51
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Figure 5: Box plots of BWR and SR values, extracted from
migrated code fragments, before and after the migration
(higher values are better).
Figure 6: Illustrative example of a code migration from
json to gson, with a positive impact on readability.
Summary for RQ2. API migrations do improve
code readability, as both BWR [14] and SR [44]
readability metrics experience a significant in-
crease when comparing code fragments before
and after the migration.
C. RQ3. (Refactoring Operations) What types of refactor-
ing changes do developers perform during library migration?
When developer performs a migration between two
libraries, he/she may need to change/refactor the client
code around the retired library methods to migrate from
the old to the new library such as renaming variables/-
parameters, changing types, moving code elements, etc.
As our goal is to assess whether developers change and
refactor differently when they migrate, we need to com-
pare also the refactoring activities in other regular com-
mits in which there was no APIs migration performed,
to get appropriate statistical analysis. In other terms,
we need to evaluate whether the changes and refac-
toring are related to the migration or any other factor.
Indeed, causal inference stems from the social sciences
and explores cause and effects as its main concern. In
econometrics, Difference-In-Differences (DID) methods
are one of the key analytical elements for causal inference
[47]. We adopted the DID method in our analysis to
statistically visualize actual and counterfactual scenarios,
thereby enabling a causality analysis. DID consists of
comparing two groups, one with the intervention (i.e.,
migration) and one without it.
Indeed, DID depends on the common trends assump-
tion [47] based on the selection of an appropriate control
group. We selected our control group (i.e., code frag-
ments that did not exhibit API migration) using the
propensity score matching since it is a popular matching
technique. In particular, we used the well-known nearest
neighbor matching algorithm in propensity score match-
ing based on the following characteristics: the subsystem,
the source file size, the contributor who applied the
refactoring, and the period of time (the same month).
A total of 3,579 refactoring operations were identified as
a control group, to have an equal group to our current
dataset size as described in Table I.
Figure 7: Distribution of refactoring operations per type,
before and after the migration.
Figure 7 shows compassion between refactoring op-
erations that happen during migration activities with
the refactoring of our control group in terms of the
percentage of applied refactoring. Overall, we found
that the distribution of refactoring in migration commits
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and other commits are statistically different (p− value =
0.013), as reported in Table II. This finding indicates that
developers do refactor and change their code differently
when they perform API migration. In particular, as can
be seen in Figure 7, we find that developers are likely to
change the parameter type, rename variables and rename
attributes when they migrate their APIs. The results
make sense because the developer may refactor her/his
client code around the method of the retired library to
map the code and match the requirements of the method
from the new library. Such refactoring may facilitate
the migration by adjusting the existing code elements
to match the signature of the added method(s). Indeed,
this explains the high rate of type change refactoring,
being performed along with various rename refactoring
to bridge the lexical gap between the existing codebase
and the introduced API.
Moreover, as can be seen in the figure, while in regular
refactoring commits, developers most likely to apply
extract method, rename method, and move class/at-
tribute/method refactoring, the refactoring practices has
changed in migration commits. As an illustrative ex-
ample, Figure 8 shows a sample of migration code 11
for developer changed method parameter type from
JSONObject to JsonObject, while refactoring the
code to migrating from method add that belongs to json
to the method addProperty that belongs gson.
Figure 8: Illustrative example of a code migration from
json to gson, being supported by applying a change pa-
rameter type refactoring.
Summary for RQ3. Developers change the way
they refactor their code during API migrations by
focusing more on applying refactoring operations
that facilitates the integration of the added meth-
ods. We highlight operations such as change pa-
rameter type, rename parameter and rename attribute.
D. RQ4. (Quality Recommendation) Can we leverage
design and readability metrics to recommend better code
examples of migration?
To evaluate our ranking model based on the struc-
tural and readability metrics, we conducted a qualitative
11https://github.com/groupon/Selenium-Grid-Extras/commit/
4d9bada8aeab5b09e7a27926fc9ecab8bb5a1b51 in FirstTimeRunCon-
fig.java
analysis with 10 senior developers from an outstand-
ing software development company. All the participants
volunteered to participate in the experiment and were
familiar with Java programming, Maven ecosystem, and
API usage. The experience of these participants with Java
development is 10+ years. Prior to the experiment, the
participants were provided with a 30-minutes tutorial
on the tool usage and the experiment process. Each
participant were provided with 10 code fragments to
perform 10 migration tasks between libraries including
easymock to mokito, and json to gson. Then, for each of
the migration tasks, the developer runs our migration
code examples tool that returns a list of examples but
exposed to the developers at a random order (at least for
our experimental study to avoid biased selection from a
ranked list). Then, the developer reviews all the returned
examples and picks the top-3 examples that fit her/his
preferences and the quality of the examples.
Figure 9 reports the survey results, where the x-axis
represents the index of example(k) in the ranked list, and
the y-axis represents the number of times an example@k
has been chosen by a developer as their top choice, di-
vided by all choices. In other terms, the y-axis percentage
of developers’ choice of an example whose rank is k. For
instance, the value @k = 1 is the percentage of how many
times the example number one in the ranked list was
chosen at the best example.
According to Figure 9, we could see that 59% of
developers agreed that the first recommended example is
the best example. If we allow the top-2 ranked examples
(k <= 2), our recommendation already captures 80%
of developers’ choices, which also improves further to
become 94% for top-3 ranked examples (k <= 3).
We can conclude that our ranking model efficiently
recommends what developers consider to be their deci-
sion if they are requested to perform the migration.
Figure 9: Percentages of the match between developers
choices and the example@k.
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Summary for RQ4. The qualitative analysis of our
ranking model shows its efficiency to consider-
ably prune the search space for developers when
they are searching for good migration examples.
Our ranking score was able to match 59% of the
developer’s chosen examples when recommend-
ing top-1 example.
VI. Threats to validity
We report, in this section, potential factors that can
threaten the validity of our empirical study.
A. Internal Validity.
Our empirical analysis is mainly threatened by the
accuracy of the migration dataset. Since our assumption
that all studied commits carried at least one migration,
any intruding files would be considered as noise to our
analysis. We did not perform any rigorous verification
concerning the correctness of the dataset, but we did
perform various manual checks when gathering the files
for statistical analysis and for qualitatively analyze our
findings, and we did not notice any single case where
the file we were investigating did not contain at least
one migration trace.
The second main threat to the validity of our work
is the choice of the metrics used in this study. We
have chosen coupling, cohesion, and complexity, as being
representative to design quality and popular metrics,
being used in similar empirical studies [48], [27].
The non diverse set of developers, along with the
randomness in assigning them the examples, has a direct
impact on the results. The choice of experienced and
volunteers was to reduce the effect of non interest to
the problem resolution. Developers were genuinely in-
terested to support the work, and they were aware of it
being potentially published for the community.
B. Construct validity
Threats to construct validity describe concerns about
the relationship between theory and observation and,
generally, this type of threat is mainly constituted by any
errors related to measurements. More precisely, any error
in the used tools directly impacts the correctness of our
findings. For calculating metrics, we have used popular
frameworks and libraries such as Refactoring Miner [45]
and Understand. For Refactoring Miner, previous studies
[45], [22] report that Refactoring Miner has high preci-
sion and recall scores, compared to other state-of-the-
art refactoring detection tools. Similarly, readability tools
have been used in previous similar studies [26], [42], and
based on our own humble experience, we did not notice
any anomaly while using them.
Moreover, in this study, we did not differentiate be-
tween instant and delayed migrations, by combining
their results. This may not have allowed to fully under-
stand the difference between both, especially that the
instant migration is performed faster than the delayed
migration, which may hypothesize that developers may
have focused on the correctness of their migrated code,
rather than optimizing the design of their system. This
remains one of our main future experiments.
C. External validity
Threats to external validity are connected to the gen-
eralization of the obtained results. Our empirical study
was limited to only open source Java projects. However,
we constrained by the tools we use to collect the metrics,
and besides Understand, others can only process Java
source code. Thus, only the first research question can
be extended across languages, if there is such a dataset
because the one we have used is also limited to Java
libraries.
VII. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we conducted a large scale empirical
study to investigate the impact of software migration
between third-party libraries on code quality and com-
prehension. Our qualitative and empirical analysis in-
dicate that library migrations have a positive impact on
software’s design, in terms of coupling and cohesion. We
also experiment their effect on two state-of-the-art code
readability metrics, and we observe an improvement in
both metrics. We observed multiple factors that explain
the improvement, including the typical better naming
conventions and more cohesive API methods. We also
noticed a particular refactoring activity that aims to
facilitate the migration by adjusting the existing code
elements to match the signature of the added method(s).
This explains the high rate of type change migrations,
being performed simultaneously with the addition of
new methods, along with various rename refactorings
to bridge the lexical gap between the existing codebase
and the introduced API. Finally, we leverage structural
and readability metrics to define a ranking score for
migration examples. To evaluate the effectiveness of our
ranking, we surveyed developers to see whether our top
recommended examples would match what developers
consider to be the best choice. Results show that our top-
1 recommended example achieves an agreement of 59%.
These factors drive our future work. We plan on
further leveraging API contextual information to recom-
mend better APIs for usage, with respect to a given code
fragment. We also plan on extending the structural met-
rics used to characterize software design quality, such as
including the weighted method per class, response for a
class, class stability, and depth of inheritance tree.
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